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9.5 DISCOVERY RELATED TO CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS
An administrative agency and an ALJ lack authority to declare unconstitutional an
agency rule or governing statute. 1 One court has held that since an administrative agency
lacks authority to declare a rule or governing statute unconstitutional, it may not authorize
discovery to establish such unconstitutionality. 2 Even though an administrative agency
lacks authority to declare an agency rule or governing statute unconstitutional, such a
claim may form the basis of an appeal of an adverse agency decision. Under such
circumstances and subject to other limitations on discovery, allowing a participant in an
administrative proceeding to develop the evidentiary record before the agency that will
allow proper presentation of the constitutional question on appeal appears appropriate.
The record on appeal is limited to evidence considered by the agency. 3 In Johnson v.
Elkin, 4 the North Dakota Supreme Court encouraged the development of the record of
evidence on constitutional questions before the administrative agency even though that
agency would lack authority to decide the questions. Such a procedure would avoid the
requirement of a remand to the administrative agency for the taking of additional
evidence.
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